ASA: agent-based secure ARP cache management
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Abstract: Address resolution protocol (ARP) is widely used to maintain mapping between data link (e.g. MAC) and network (e.g. IP) layer addresses. Although most hosts rely on automated and dynamic management of ARP cache entries, current implementation is well-known to be vulnerable to spoofing or denial of service (DoS) attacks. There are many tools that exploit vulnerabilities of ARP protocols, and past proposals to address the weaknesses of the ‘original’ ARP design have been unsatisfactory. Suggestions that ARP protocol definition be modified would cause serious and unacceptable compatibility problems. Other proposals require customised hardware be installed to monitor malicious ARP traffic, and many organisations cannot afford such cost. This study demonstrates that one can effectively eliminate most threats caused by the ARP vulnerabilities by installing anti-ARP spoofing agent (ASA), which intercepts unauthenticated exchange of ARP packets and blocks potentially insecure communications. The proposed approach requires neither modification of kernel ARP software nor installation of traffic monitors. Agent uses user datagram protocol (UDP) packets to enable networking among hosts in a transparent and secure manner. The authors implemented agent software on Windows XP and conducted an experiment. The results showed that ARP hacking tools could not penetrate hosts protected by ASA.

1 Introduction

Although the address resolution protocol (ARP) [1] is one of the oldest (e.g. RFC 826 was defined in 1982) and most widely used (e.g. IEEE 802.11 and Ethernet), it is also one of the most vulnerable protocols. Every host, including gateways, maintains the ARP cache table which contains information on all valid pairs of media access control (MAC) and IP addresses on the local network. ARP cache management scheme includes static and dynamic modes. The former requires operator intervention in maintaining currency of all the cache entries which stay permanently until manually removed. Although known to be secure enough, it is seldom used in practice [2]. The latter, despite advantages of offering automated operation, has timeout mechanisms which cause entries to be automatically deleted regularly (e.g. 2 min on Windows XP). Spoofing and denial of service (DoS) attacks are the most serious ARP threats when cache is kept in dynamic mode. Several hacking tools such as ARPSpoofing [3], Cain&Able [4], Ettercap [5], arpsk [6] and tratt [7] are publicly available.

ARP vulnerability occurs because of the lack of proper authentication mechanism to deal with forged ARP requests and replies. A malicious host may unilaterally broadcast ARP requests as if it is the gateway and attempt to manipulate ARP tables stored at other hosts on the local network. Unsuspecting hosts would then send all outbound packets to the attacker host which could then intercept and/or deliberately modify payload data. Many proposed to mend the insecurities of the ARP protocol design. Unfortunately, most ideas seem impractical, in that they suggest the ARP design be modified, expensive hardware installed to monitor potentially malicious ARP traffic, or ARP packets be encrypted.

We propose to install agent software, ASA (Anti-ARP Spoofing Agent) between the physical and data network layers of the protocol stack to perform the following tasks: (i) Intercept all the ARP packets (e.g. inbound/outbound requests as well as replies); and (ii) Send user datagram protocol (UDP) packets to achieve automated and secure management of the cache entries in static mode. We implemented ASA and conducted an experiment in which existing ARP hacking tools were deployed. Although hosts without ASA protection were easily compromised, the hacking tools could not penetrate ASA-protected hosts.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 briefly explains the ARP protocol as defined in the RFC 826 as well as its security vulnerabilities. Section 3 surveys past proposals to enhance ARP protocol security. In Section 4, we describe architectural design of ASA as well as its implementation. We also report an experiment which demonstrated ASAs ability to automatically manage ARP cache in static mode. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Vulnerabilities of existing ARP implementation

When a host needs to communicate with another host on the same network whose MAC address is unknown, it broadcasts an ARP request to all the hosts connected by the same
Ethernet. Only the host with the same IP is expected to issue a reply which includes its MAC address. When ARP cache is managed in dynamic mode, cache entries can be easily fabricated by forged ARP messages because proper authentication mechanism is missing. Fig. 1 illustrates how ARP spoofing [8] attacks typically occur. An attacker sends ARP request messages and fools other hosts to believe it as the gateway. All the packets targeted at the gateway will then be accessible by the attacker host. It may also manipulate cache entries on hosts A and B such that they exchange packets with each other via the attacker host as intermediate. The malicious host may secretly steal information and relay packets or manipulate the payload data and forward.

DoS [9, 10] is another threat in which an attacker generates excessive number of ARP messages, thereby resulting in unacceptably slow networking performance. It can even disable the network access altogether if (i) it can manipulate gateway’s MAC address stored at other hosts to an invalid (i.e. non-existing) value; or (ii) it redirects all gateway traffic to itself and chooses to drop the packets.

Fig. 2 illustrates how ARP spoofing attack can be easily and successfully launched using one of the public domain hacking tools. Fig. 2a displays the content of ARP cache of a host before an attack was launched. As is typically the case, ARP cache is maintained in dynamic mode, and ‘genuine’ MAC addresses of other hosts connected on the same Ethernet are shown. The ARP hacking tools (e.g. ARPSpoof, Cain&Able, Ettercap, arp-sk and tratt) acquire IP and MAC addresses on the Ethernet to build a list by transmitting the same ARP request to every IP on the same subnet. As shown in Fig. 2b, upon launching an ARP spoofing attack using ARPSpoof, physical addresses of all other hosts are changed to that of the malicious host (e.g. 00-00-00-11-11-11). All the packets to be delivered to another host, say 210.118.56.1, is redirected to the attacker and not to the intended recipient.

3 Related work

There have been numerous proposals to amend known weaknesses of the ARP protocol. Most of the countermeasures belong to the following categories: cryptographic, host-based or server-based approaches.

3.1 Cryptographic approaches

Bruschi et al. [11] proposed a secure address resolution protocol (SARP), which uses asymmetric key cryptography.
to authenticate the hosts in a local area network (LAN). In SARP, each host uses an invite–accept protocol to periodically register its IP–MAC pairs in a secure server. IP–MAC pairs are hashed by a message digest algorithm. This approach, however, requires modification of the ARP protocol as the sender needs to sign each ARP message with its private key, and the receiver needs to verify the signature with the sender’s public key.

Goyal and Tripathy [12] used the combination of digital signatures and one-time password based on hash chains to authenticate a host. Their approach requires substantial overhead to perform signature generation, verification and key management.

Limmamewilich and Lilakiatsakun [13] proposed an ARP authentication scheme based on ARP authentication trailer, named P-ARP, which consists of a magic number, nonce and the authentication data produced by the HMAC hash function. In order to hide the target IP address in an ARP request message, additional operation such as hash function must be performed to create nonce and HMAC values. In addition, this approach is ineffective against ARP DoS attacks. Although cryptographic approach is generally an effective mechanism to guarantee integrity of ARP packets themselves, it often slows down the overall network throughput to an unacceptable level in practice.

### 3.2 Host-based approaches

Xing et al. [14] used WinPcap library to capture and filter ARP packets. Whenever ARP response packet is received and the cache needs to be updated, it compares against the correct IP–MAC address pairs and corrects the contents of the local ARP cache if they are different. Ramachandran and Nandi [15, 16] checked inconsistencies of the addresses advertised by ARP request and TCP SYN packets. In order to build reliable IP–MAC pairs, they used the IP–MAC address advertised by ARP messages to build TCP SYN packets. When there are no ARP attacks, the destination MAC and IP in the TCP SYN packet has to be the source MAC and IP address reported in ARP messages. However, this approach would create a heavy traffic on the LAN if ARP DoS attacks are continuously generated to probe the network. Furthermore, this approach only detects an ARP attack but cannot prevent it.

Hou et al. [17] used a network intrusion detection system (e.g. Snort [18, 19]) to detect ARP attacks. They expanded the original ARP spoofing plug-ins in Snort by adding an ARP inspection module. The ARP inspection module automatically binds the correct gateway IP–MAC address in static mode. Likewise, Barbhuinya et al. [20] used a host-based intrusion detection system to detect ARP attacks. Their approach checked the integrity and authenticity of ARP replies using a combination of digital signatures and one time passwords based on hash chains. Information included in digital signatures (e.g. IP address to MAC address mapping, the local clock time and the tip of hash chain etc.) is used to verify the password. The host-based IDS answered ARP requests by sending digital signature as the ARP reply. Unfortunately, as acknowledged by the authors, at present this approach can only detect ARP attacks.

Philip [21] proposed a technique to prevent ARP cache poisoning attacks in wireless access point-based networks which may include wired clients. The access point creates a mapping table, which stores the mapping of IP addresses to MAC addresses. Since all the wireless clients registered with the access point have to obtain an IP address using the DHCP protocol, the mapping table contains the correct mapping of all the wireless clients that communicate through this access point. Therefore whenever the access point receives an ARP request or reply, it uses its mapping table to verify whether the mapping in the ARP request or reply is valid. Unfortunately, there are a couple of serious drawbacks to this approach. First, it does not support hosts that have static IP addresses. Second, it is designed to work with only Linksys routers, and this approach requires manufacturers to release device driver source code to update firmware which handles transmission of packets from one wireless client to another. Intellectual property issues prevent this approach from becoming widely adopted in practice.

Nam et al. [22] proposed man-in-the-middle (MITM)-resistant address resolution protocol (MR-ARP). Their approach consists of two parts: (i) mapping table (e.g. long-term table) keeps the values of IP–MAC pairs for connected hosts over longer periods; and (ii) conflict resolution mechanism based on vote prevents hosts against MITM attacks being launched. However, their approach was installed and evaluated on a small number of hosts. In addition, if a host is disabled by another type of DoS attack in the worst case, then the MITM attack cannot be valid.

Lastly, Tabelsi and El-Hajj [23] proposed a stateful ARP cache management mechanism based on a fuzzy logic. The stateful ARP cache, unlike existing and stateless ARP cache, does not update ARP cache entries upon receiving ARP requests. Instead, fuzzy logic controller aggregates various host properties (e.g. trust level and importance of each host) to detect malicious host. However, their approach is impractical because it is very difficult to decide the level of trustiness and importance of each host although they assume that the hosts in the network have different level of trustiness and importance.

### 3.3 Server-based approaches

Gouda and Huang [24] proposed an architecture in which a secure server is connected to the Ethernet and communications with the server take place using invite-accept and request-reply protocols. All ARP requests and replies occur between a host and server, and replies are authenticated using shared pair keys. Kwon et al. [25] proposed a similar approach to securely manage IP addresses in a distributed network. This approach uses an agent which retrieves genuine IP–MAC pairs from a host and forwards them to the manager to construct reliable IP–MAC mapping. The manager node monitors if IP addresses of licensed hosts are changed, and unauthorised hosts are disconnected as they are assumed to have suffered spoofing attacks. Ortega et al. [26] proposed a scheme that can be used to block ARP attacks in small office, home office (SOHO) LANs. The scheme consists of two elements, namely a server that updates the ARP cache and a switch that blocks all ARP messages. However, they failed to address how the server collects the correct IP–MAC mappings so that it may generate correct reply to the incoming ARP requests.

Lootah et al. [27] implemented a secure IP–MAC address mapping in which an ARP reply is generated with an attached signature when a request is issued. A ticket is appended as a variable length payload. This approach uses a local ticket agent (LTA), a key management server, to issue a public key to obtain the IP–MAC from the ticket. This approach
is backward compatible with existing ARP, but it is susceptible to replay attacks. Furthermore, addition of cryptographic features in ARP may lead to some performance overhead. Pansa and Chomsiri [28] proposed revision of the dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) definition to include authentication of network devices and inclusion of mapping information between IP and MAC addresses. Although flawless in concept, it would cause serious compatibility problems because DHCP is one of the most popular protocols. In general, approaches based on secure server are generally ineffective because the server itself becomes the primary target of DoS attacks and has the potential of becoming a single point of failure.

Some high-end Cisco switches provide a feature called dynamic ARP inspection [29] through which the switch may drop ARP packets containing invalid IP/MAC pairs. The switch binds a physical port to a MAC address and maintains valid associations in content addressable memory (CAM) tables. However, if the first sent packet itself is a spoofed MAC address, the whole system fails. Likewise, various network monitoring tools (e.g. such as ARPGUARD [30], ARPWATCH [31] and ARPDEFENDER [32]) inspect if ARP tables are arbitrarily changed. They maintain IP–MAC addresses of the ARP cache, periodically compare if changes have been made to the ARP cache, and alert administrators if necessary. These tools are cheaper than switches with port security but have slower response time compared to switches [16]. Furthermore, false alarms occur when genuine IP (or MAC) address changes occur.

4 ASA-based static and automated cache management

Primary contribution of this paper is that we found a way to maintain the integrity of ARP cache entries automatically in the static mode. Proposed approach grants only the ASA agent the authority to update the ARP cache table, and the known vulnerabilities of the ARP protocol are eliminated without requiring a secure server or modifying the existing protocol implementations. We implemented our idea, ASA, to demonstrate its effectiveness in practice and conducted an experiment in which existing ARP hacking tools were launched.

Fig. 3 illustrates how our idea (Fig. 3b) is different from the current practices (Fig. 3a) in ARP cache management by comparing a sequence of steps taken for host A to establish communication channel with host B. In the current ARP environment, host A can start a communication with host B immediately if the source host’s ARP cache contains the MAC address of the destination (Step 1). Otherwise, host A must issue an ARP request, by including host B’s IP address, to all the hosts on the Ethernet whereas expecting only the host B to respond (Steps 2 and 3). Host B, the destination host with the same IP, learns that it is supposed to send back its MAC address in a unicast ARP reply packet (Steps 4 and 5). Host A updates its ARP cache table, and it may now proceed (Step 6).

In the proposed environment, it is naive to assume that ASA agent software is installed on all the hosts, and some hosts (e.g. host B) would attempt ARP communication with those who have the ASA agent installed. Networking must continue to be supported whereas security is never compromised. In an ASA-protected environment, hosts share IP–MAC pairs of all hosts in advance as soon as they appear or disappear on the Ethernet using a method explained in Section 4.2. A host on which the ASA agent is installed relies on UDP packets, instead of ARP, to exchange IP–MAC pairs of all hosts in an Ethernet.

If host B’s MAC address is missing, host A’s ASA-agent broadcasts ARP requests to all hosts on Ethernet, and Host

![Fig. 3 Overview of the proposed ASA-based approach](image-url)
Host $B$ would return its MAC address, via unicast, in an ARP reply packet. Host $B$ may not have ASA-installed or could even be malicious (Steps 2B-1 and 2B-2). ASA intercepts the incoming ARP reply message, modifies host $A$’s cache table, and the communication may begin (Steps 2B-3 through 2B-6). It is crucial to realise that only ASA software is authorised to update ARP cache table according to the policy described in Section 4.2. Current ARP kernel software need not be modified or removed, and installation of ASA is sufficient to eliminate threat from ARP spoofing attacks. In our approach, ASA is built on Windows XP and implemented using the Windows device driver toolkit supported by Visual C++ programming language.

4.1 Anti-ARP spoofing agent (ASA) design architecture

ASA aims to protect ARP cache entries of from ARP poisoning attacks, and it consists of the following components: ARP Filter Driver (‘ASA Filter’), ARP Controller (‘ASA Controller’), and ARP Controller UI (‘ASA UI’) (see Fig. 4).

ASA filter is implemented between an ARP layer (e.g. data link layer) and a network interface card (NIC) (e.g. physical layer). Because it is implemented in a lower layer than the ARP layer, it is possible to intercept all incoming or outgoing ARP messages and have a complete control on the ARP cache table being maintained at each host. ASA Filter, as depicted in detailed in Figs. 6 and 7, blocks all ARP messages generated by the hosts on the local Ethernet except those generated by gateway host. Such policy is strictly enforced because the counterpart host might be hostile or have been compromised.

ASA controller keeps ARP cache table in static mode at all times and is responsible for maintaining its integrity. Because ASA filter blocks all of the ‘original’ ARP messages, one must provide an equivalent method to enable mutual exchange of IP–MAC pairs between hosts. ASA uses UDP for such purpose. For example, when a node is inserted or its MAC address changed, ARP cache entries are configured by ASA controller using UDP packets. Finally,
the ARP controller UI provides user interface, in which a user can configure the ASA environment such as turning on or off the ASA agent.

When a new host joins local Ethernet, as shown in Fig. 5a, the following steps are taken to update ARP configurations at all other hosts. First, ASA-protected broadcasts its IP–MAC pair and the ‘init’ packet (e.g. ‘init’ event) to all hosts in the Ethernet. Upon receiving the ‘init’ packet, all ASA-protected hosts discard their ARP entries and broadcast each host’s IP–MAC pairs encrypted with symmetric key $k$ to effectively protect the packet content from being contaminated by an attacker. All hosts create ARP cache table again based on newly received information.

In the traditional ARP implementation, timeout mechanism is used for a host to update the ARP cache table whenever any host encounters timeout [33]. In ASA design, however, we chose to introduce random timeout values between 2 and 10 min. Whenever any node experiences timeout, all the hosts connected on the local network broadcast its own and encrypted IP–MAC address pair, and all the hosts rebuild its ARP cache (see Fig. 5b). It must be noted that such policy is compatible with existing ARP policies, and the overhead appears to be low enough because the packets containing the IP–MAC values are relatively small (i.e. 32 or 48 bytes).

### 4.2 ARP filtering policy

There are three possible types of hosts one must address when developing an effective filtering policy of ARP messages: ASA-protected hosts, gateway and other hosts on the same network which do not have ASA installed. Fig. 6 illustrates how ARP filtering policy works in each situation.

The fundamental principles enforced by the policy are:

(i) ASA blocks all inbound ARP requests except those generated by gateway; and (ii) exchange of encrypted UDP messages containing IP–MAC values guarantee consistency and integrity of ARP tables kept at hosts protected by ASA agents. The filtering policy must also address the possibility of an ASA-protected host having to communicate with other local hosts on which ASA agent is not installed. Should an ARP request come from host $C$, it clearly does not have ASA agent installed (Case 2). Otherwise, it would not have sent the ARP request in the first place. Therefore the ASA filter at host $A$ intercepts the ARP request message but returns host $A$’s MAC address to enable communication. It must be emphasised that such ARP requests never result in updating host $A$’s ARP table. When host $A$ needs to establish a network connection to host $C$ which does not have the ASA agent installed (Case 3), ASA UI asks the ‘user’ if it is really OK to establish the communication with a potentially malicious host. Such a case is shown in lines 5 through 8 in the pseudo-code of a filtering algorithm as shown in Fig. 7. Upon receiving confirmation, regular ARP protocol is used and host $C$’s reply is trusted.

The gateway needs to receive a special attention as it serves as the interface with other networks. The gateway also needs to maintain mappings between IP–MAC pairs to support data transmission from the internal network to the external network and vice versa. The ASA-protected host obtains the gateway’s MAC address during a booting stage existing ARP messages and that gateway’s MAC address during a booting stage existing ARP messages: ASA-protected hosts, gateway and other hosts on the same network. The gateway also needs to receive a special attention as it serves as the interface with other networks. The gateway also needs to maintain mappings between IP–MAC pairs to support data transmission from the internal network to the external network and vice versa. The ASA-protected host obtains the gateway’s MAC address during a booting stage existing ARP messages and that gateway’s MAC address during a booting stage existing ARP messages.
ARP cache table, communication protocol, types of security assurance it provides against ARP attacks targeted at a local host as well as the gateway.

The proposed method overcomes the weaknesses identified in the existing proposals. Most importantly, the ARP cache table is always kept in static mode. There are no known security vulnerabilities when the ARP cache table is kept in static mode. Management of the ARP cache table, however, is fully automated whenever changes to the local network membership occur. Furthermore, our technique does not mandate the ASA be installed on all the hosts connected to the local Ethernet. Although hosts on which the ASA is not installed remain unprotected against the known ARP attacks, security compromise at such vulnerable hosts never results in security failure at ASA-protected hosts.

Second, the proposed technique poses no compatibility problems. The existing and widely used communication protocol definitions need not be modified at all. Our approach uses UDP, instead of vulnerable ARP, to exchange IP–MAC pairs among the ASA-protected hosts. When the ASA-protected hosts need to communicate with the gateway or other hosts that are outside the protection of ASA, the ARP protocol is used to accomplish semantic-preserving networking capability whereas never resulting in security failure at the ASA-protected hosts.

Lastly, protection of the gateway is outside the scope of the proposed approach. Although the gateway host may become victims of the ARP attacks and the internet working capability is temporarily disabled, the ASA-protected hosts remain secure and can detect the fact that integrity of the gateway host has been corrupted.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed how ARP attacks can be effectively defeated without modification of the ARP kernel software. Many approaches have attempted to address vulnerability associated with ARP cache management in dynamic mode. Yet, the security risk remained the same.
We developed an agent-based approach which essentially blocks the unauthenticated exchange of ARP requests and replies among hosts. We demonstrated in an experiment that the ARP cache can be managed securely and automatically in static mode. The proposed agent-based approach, ASA, uses UDP packets containing IP–MAC pairs encrypted by a symmetric key to block the ARP messages.

Although clearly effective, one must never stop exploring how the proposed technique might be defeated by new attacks. One possibility includes the strength of k-encryption algorithm to authenticate the UDP packet exchange. Perhaps, a stronger authentication mechanism might become necessary to provide superior protection against sniffing attacks. In addition, experimental validation has been conducted in controlled and small-scale networks. Effectiveness must be validated next in a large and industrial setting.
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Table 1 Comparison of various approaches to defend hosts against ARP attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Operational mode of ARP detection of ARP</th>
<th>Communication protocol</th>
<th>Types of security assurance against ARP attacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bruschi et al. [11]</td>
<td>cryptography, server-based</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>modified ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goyal and Tripathy [12]</td>
<td>cryptographic server-based</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>modified ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limmaneewichid and Lilakiatsakun [13]</td>
<td>cryptographic server-based</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xing et al. [14]</td>
<td>host-based (application)</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran and Nandi [15, 16]</td>
<td>host-based</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hou et al. [17]</td>
<td>host-based (IDS plug-ins)</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>(gateway’s IP–MAC pairs in static mode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbhuiya et al. [20]</td>
<td>host-based (IDS, cryptographic)</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip [21]</td>
<td>host-based (router)</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nam et al. [22]</td>
<td>host-based</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>(ARP table, long-term table)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trabelsi and EL-Hajj [23]</td>
<td>host-based</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gouda and Huang [24]</td>
<td>server-based cryptographic</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwon et al. [25]</td>
<td>server-based (server, agent)</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortega et al. [26]</td>
<td>server-based</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looth et al. [27]</td>
<td>server-based cryptographic</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pansa and Chomsiri [28]</td>
<td>server-based</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>ARD, modified DHCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proposed approach</td>
<td>host-based (agent)</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>UDP among hosts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASA-protected hosts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At local host
At gateway

At local host
At gateway
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